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Crypto Set To Drive Demand For Traditional Services: Part 1
By Collin Starkweather and Izzy Nelken (April 23, 2018, 12:12 PM EDT)
Virtual currencies (also commonly referred to as cryptocurrencies or digital
currencies) such as bitcoin continue to evoke the character of the Wild West and
are often idealized as technology that thrives free of the shackles of regulation,
oversight and institutional influence. While that character may both appeal to many
market participants and serve as a deterrent to others, one doesn’t have to look far
to know that tracks are being laid and the civilizing influence of the railroad is
coming to town, at least for the more prominent products and platforms.
The legal and regulatory environment for virtual currencies changes on almost a
daily basis as legislators, financial regulators and tax authorities grapple with the
issues that the unique characteristics of these assets bring to the market.
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As virtual currencies such as bitcoin and related technologies see more widespread
adoption and are increasingly regulated, individuals with expertise in traditional
knowledge capital fields, such as legal, accounting, information technology and
systems (IT and IS), and financial services, will be in demand.
In this article, we discuss a number of areas in which we anticipate virtual
currencies will drive traditional knowledge industry services, including regulation
and compliance, taxation and other legal services as well as related accounting and
financial services.
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In a companion article, we will discuss similar dynamics that we anticipate will arise
as a result of blockchain and smart contracts. Though these technologies are closely associated with
virtual currencies, they have the potential to develop and diffuse outside the context of virtual
currencies, which in turn would inform the demand for knowledge capital and associated services.
Regulation and Compliance
Both in the U.S. and abroad, bitcoin and other virtual currencies are under increasing scrutiny by
regulators including the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission and the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission.[1]

In the U.S., virtual currencies are classified as a commodity under the Commodity Exchange Act, and
thus fall within the jurisdiction of the CFTC.
Manipulation of the markets for virtual currencies has become an increasing concern,[2] bolstered by
explicit warnings issued by U.S. regulators about the potential for “fraud and manipulation”[3] and a
widely cited academic analysis of trading activities in bitcoin markets.[4] Those concerns have even
extended to the prospect that some of the exchanges themselves may be engaging in or associated with
behaviors such as front running, insider trading or price manipulation.[5] In response, some exchanges
have been actively developing and implementing monitoring technologies.[6]
The CFTC has initiated numerous actions against traders for alleged spoofing, banging the close, and
other allegedly manipulative trading practices related to traditional commodities and futures products.
To the extent the CFTC pursues similar actions against traders or even the exchanges in virtual
currencies or derivative products, it would drive demand for sophisticated legal representation capable
of understanding nuanced regulation that has been criticized as vague or ambiguous[7] as well as
financial experts to scrutinize trading activity and the technical merits of various allegations.
Additionally, increased demand is likely to come from exchanges, providers of trading platforms,
proprietary trading entities and others to develop and implement monitoring and compliance programs
as well as conduct internal oversight and investigation, and this demand will require highly skilled legal
and financial services as well as IT and IS professionals.
In addition to oversight by the CFTC, the SEC maintains jurisdiction over issuance of securities and has
offered guidance in which it has indicated that initial coin offerings, or ICOs,[8] “based on specific facts,
may be securities offerings, and fall under the SEC’s jurisdiction of enforcing federal securities laws,”[9]
and that “those who offer and sell securities in the U.S. are required to comply with federal securities
laws, regardless of whether those securities are purchased with virtual currencies or distributed with
blockchain technology.”[10]
In September, the SEC began initiating enforcement actions against ICO issuers.[11] In response to
potential regulatory scrutiny, many issuers are now marketing “utility tokens,” which give investors
future access to a company’s product or service and, the issuers would contend, exempt them from
federal securities laws. Whether “utility tokens” exempt issuers remains a subject of debate. The SEC
enforcement actions are ongoing, with “dozens” of probes into virtual currencies, which seems to be
having an impact on the volume of ICOs coming to market.[12] As the understanding of what constitutes
securities offerings is further refined, both existing and future market participants who are potentially
impacted will need access to experienced legal service providers to ensure compliance with relevant
securities laws.
Some financial products are being introduced that allow investors to invest in these virtual assets while
remaining within the walled garden of traditional financial assets. Bitcoin futures were introduced onto
both the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, or CME,[13] under the symbol BTC and the Chicago Board
Options Exchange, or CBOE, under the symbol XBT last December.[14] Four virtual currency exchangetraded funds were introduced in January,[15] and in March, the virtual currency
exchange Coinbase introduced a virtual currency index fund.[16]
Concerns have been raised regarding potential manipulation of these products,[17] and as is clear with
the recent termination of and class action litigation surrounding the XIV,[18] even within the walled
garden, new financial products can suffer from teething pains. Should those teething pains translate to

litigation, it would drive the demand for legal and financial professionals with expertise applicable to
those asset classes.
Taxation and Accounting
The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that virtual currencies are considered property for the purposes
of taxation and accounting.[19] That means that either any virtual currency accepted as payment must
be exchanged for fiat immediately (at least before its fair market value changes) or a cost basis in terms
of fair market value has to be recorded for each transaction, then gains or losses must be recorded upon
redeeming the virtual currency for fiat.
Businesses without access to sophisticated internal resources may find the processing and accounting
for virtual currency transactions prohibitively burdensome. Fortunately, for such firms interested in
accepting virtual currencies as payment, service providers known as bitcoin merchant service providers,
or BMSPs, have arisen to provide services to businesses that accept bitcoin or other virtual
currencies.[20] Merchants who make use of BMSPs receive regular settlements in fiat and do not handle
the virtual currency themselves, thus divorcing themselves from the record-keeping obligations
associated with virtual currency transactions.
As a result of the accounting treatments, large firms may need to devote significant accounting and IT
resources to tax planning for the adoption of virtual currency products and services and to properly
process and account for transactions involving virtual currencies, while smaller firms that take
advantage of BMSPs will similarly need to devote accounting and IT resources to integrate with BMSP
payment systems.
Retail investors who transact virtual currencies must also be aware of and accommodate the tax
consequences. When exchanging the virtual currency for fiat, investors must report cost bases and gains
or losses for each transaction. If an exchange is made for another virtual currency, however, investors
must keep track of the basis of each of the currencies and will be required to pay taxes on such
exchanges beginning in 2018.[21] Despite the tax treatment, many exchanges do not provide tools that
facilitate the reporting of transactions, leaving users the task of maintaining their own records.
The IRS, believing that too few investors have been paying taxes on their sales, has recently begun to
clamp down, requesting customer records from virtual currency platforms. The federal judiciary has thus
far agreed that the IRS may have the right to obtain these records, which may result in tax consequences
for large numbers of individual taxpayers. For example, a federal judge recently ordered Coinbase to
turn over records on about 13,000 accounts that transacted virtual currencies between 2013 and
2015.[22] These consequences may give rise to the need for criminal tax lawyers and tax accounting
professionals, as well as indirectly drive demand for tax accounting services and software.
Conclusion
We believe the overall trend toward increasing oversight and regulation will continue, which in turn will
drive demand in traditional knowledge capital industries. Moreover, due to the complexity and ongoing
evolution of enforcement,[23] those who have cut their teeth on similar claims related to more
traditional financial products will be well-positioned to address the issues surrounding these types of
claims.
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